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Hal Leonard Sitar Method
(Sitar). The Hal Leonard Sitar Method is designed for anyone just learning to play the
sitar. This comprehensive and easy-to-use beginner's guide serves as an introduction
to sitar and its technique, as well as the practice, theory, and history of raga music. This
deluxe edition includes 42 audio tracks for demonstration and play-along, plus over two
hours of video lessons. Lessons include: choosing an instrument; tuning; postures;
right- and left-hand technique; Indian notation; raga forms; melodic patterns; bending
strings; hammer-ons, pull-offs, and slides; Tabla and Tanpura practice tracks; changing
strings; and much more!
"Guitar Licks of the Texas Blues-Rock Heroes" details the solo styles of the legendary
Lone Star State guitarists. Complete with essential stylistic details that make the music
come alive, this volume contains 100 licks in the authentic styles of Stevie Ray
Vaughan, Billy Gibbons, Johnny Winter, T-Bone Walker, Lightnin' Hopkins, Freddie
King, Jimmie Vaughan, Eric Johnson, and more. Each lick has its own mini-lesson and
is performed by the author at half and full tempo on the accompanying CD.
Folk/Country Guitar/Fretted Instrument Solos
(Bass Instruction). Bass Chops covers a cross section of musical genres with a unique
step-by-step approach for strengthening your overall facility on the instrument. The
lessons in this book include standard notation, tab, fingerings, and video
demonstrations, and are presented in theme-and-variation format a highly effective
approach to learning bass that has become very popular with students. Each lesson
allows you to move at your own pace, beginning with a simple groove and gradually
becoming moe intricate and complex as the lesson progresses. Styles include blues,
jazz, rock, fusion, R&B, and slapping. The price of the book includes nearly two hours
of video demonstrations of every example in the book, performed by the author himself!
Access the videos online, for download or streaming, using the unique code provided.
(Guitar Educational). Teach Yourself to Play Guitar has been created specifically for the
student with no music-reading background. With lesson examples presented in today's
most popular tab format, which also incorporates simple beat notation for accurate
rhythm execution, Teach Yourself to Play Guitar offers the beginning guitarist not only a
comprehensive introduction to essential guitar-playing fundamentals, but a quick,
effective, uncomplicated and practical alternative to the multitude of traditional selfinstructional method books. It also: covers power chords, barre chords, open position
scales and chords (major and minor), and single-note patterns and fills; includes lesson
examples and song excerpts in a variety of musical styles rock, folk, classical, country
and more; familiarizes the student with fretboard organization, chord patterns, hand and
finger positions, and guitar anatomy by way of easy-to-interpret diagrams, photos and
illustrations; provides complete, concise explanations while keeping text to a minimum;
and prepares the student for the option of further guitar instruction.
(Guitar Method). The Hal Leonard Guitar Method is designed for anyone just learning to
play acoustic or electric guitar. It is based on years of teaching guitar students of all
ages, and it also reflects some of the best guitar teaching ideas from around the world.
Book 1 includes tuning; playing position; musical symbols; notes in first position; C, G,
G7, D, D7, A7, and Em chords; rhythms through eighth notes; strumming and picking;
over 80 great songs, riffs, and examples.
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Hal Leonard Sitar Method - Deluxe Edition
"Indian raags have an extraordinary musical heritage dating back several centuries
(from the area that is now India, Pakistan and Bangladesh) -- a truly unique musical
genre of fascinating melodic beauty and rhythmic intricacy -- freely combining
eleaborate composed melodies with carefully rehearsed improvisation. This rich and
intriguing music is traditionally performed on sitar -- or instruments such as the sarangi,
sarod, esraj or voice -- and has previously been generally unavailable to pianists. But
now the amazing world of Indian raags has been opened up in this sympathetic but
thorough reinvention for piano solo (or duet or two pianos) by an award-winning British
composer."--Back cover.
(Instructional). The Hal Leonard Irish Bouzouki Method is designed for anyone just
learning to play the Irish bouzouki. This comprehensive and easy-to-use beginner's
guide focuses on teaching the basics of the instrument as well as accompaniment
techniques for a variety of Irish song forms. The accompanying audio includes
demonstrations of all the examples in the book and can be accessed online via
streaming or download. Includes: purchasing an instrument; playing position; tuning;
picking and strumming patterns; learning the fretboard; accompaniment styles; double
jigs, slip jigs, and reels; drones; counterpoint; arpeggios; playing with a capo; traditional
Irish songs; basic music reading; standard notation and tablature.
(Guitar Method). Featuring in-depth lessons and 40 great jazz classics, the Hal Leonard
Jazz Guitar Method is your complete guide to learning jazz guitar. This book uses real
jazz songs to teach you the basics of accompanying and improvising jazz guitar in the
style of Wes Montgomery, Joe Pass, Tal Farlow, Charlie Christian, Jim Hall and many
others. Lesson topics include: chords and progressions; scales and licks; comping and
soloing styles; chord-melody; intros and endings; technique; equipment and sound; and
more! Songs include: Satin Doll * Take the "A" Train * Billie's Bounce * Impressions *
Bluesette * My One and Only Love * Desafinado * Autumn Leaves * Watch What
Happens * Misty * Song for My Father * and more. The CD contains 99 tracks for
demonstration and play-along. "Highly Recommended." Just Jazz Guitar "Filled with
well-written examples ... bask in the glory of having a lot of great material at your
fingertips." Downbeat
(Music Instruction). Music notation is a language that has been developing for
thousands of years; even the manner in which we read music today has been around
for several centuries. In learning to read music, we encounter basic symbols for pitch,
duration, and timing. As we advance, we learn about dynamics, expression, timbre, and
even special effects. How to Read Music will introduce you to the basics, then provide
more advanced information. As a final reward for all your hard work, you'll get a chance
to play excerpts from three classic piano pieces. Topics include: pitch * rhythm * meter *
special words and symbols * plus classical piano pieces by Bach, Mozart, and
Beethoven.
(Easy Guitar). Easy arrangements with tab of favorites by Albeniz, Granados, Sor,
Tarrega, and others. Includes: Cielito Lindo * Lagrima * Leyenda * Malaguena * La
Paloma * Salamanca * and more. Also includes a demonstration CD.
(Banjo). The best-selling banjo method in the world! Earl Scruggs's legendary method
has helped thousands of banjo players get their start. The "Revised and Enhanced
Edition" features more songs, updated lessons, and many other improvements. It
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includes everything you need to know to start playing banjo, including: a history of the
5-string banjo, getting acquainted with the banjo, Scruggs tuners, how to read music,
chords, how to read tablature, right-hand rolls and left-hand techniques, banjo tunings,
exercises in picking, over 40 songs, how to build a banjo, autobiographical notes, and
much more! Includes audio of Earl Scruggs playing and explaining over 60 examples!
Twenty tunes in styles from Irish to American, in a variety of tunings, melody and
accompaniment, presented in standard notation and tablature, with a stereo CD (left
channel melody, right channel accompaniment). Left and right hand techniques and
chord voicings are thoroughly discussed. for the first time, the Celtic style woven texture
accompaniment unique to the instrument is fully notated. Unique to the book are
melodic Irish ornamentation, blues, jazz, American fiddle tunes with variations and
improvisations (all fully notated), and a chapter Breaking Away from Block Chords
extending knowledge of the fingerboard.
The sitar has been popular since the 1960s. Since that time it has always had a
considerable mystique among musicians. It also has an undeserved reputation for
being difficult to play. This book/CD set cuts though the mystique and
misapprehensions and presents the material in a simple fashion that is easily
understood both by Indians and non-Indian musicians alike.Learning the Sitar begins
with basic background information, including a discussion of Indian music, the history of
the instrument, the parts and other important terms It then moves on to basic exercises
and finally finishes with some simple compositions in Bilawal, Kalyan and Kafi. This is
covered in a mix of staff notation as well as traditional Indian Sargam notation.
(Guitar Method). This premier method for the beginning classical guitarist, by one of the
world's pre-eminent virtuosos and the recognized heir to the legacy of Andres Segovia,
is now completely revised and updated! Guitarists will learn basic classical technique by
playing over 50 beautiful classical pieces, 26 exercises and 14 duets, and through
numerous photos and illustrations. The method covers: rudiments of classical
technique, note reading and music theory, selection and care of guitars, strategies for
effective practicing, and much more!
A Simple And Clear Book For Students Starting To Learn Sitar, Originally Published
Through The Iniciative Of The International Institute For Comparative Music Studies
And Documentation, Berlin. This Book Explains The Basics Of Sitar And Proposes
Exercises To Control The Instrument. It Contains Also Photos And Illustrations.
Acharya Manfred M. Junius, Born In Germany In 1929, Studied Indian Classical Music
And Musicology For 18 Years In Various Centres Of India, And Sat At The Feet Of
Great Masters. He Has Given Many Recitals All Over India And Abroad. Though Born A
Foreigner, He Is Widely Recognized In India As An Authority In Indiuan Classical
Music. He Is Also A Qualified Ayurvedic Medicine Practitioner And Teacher.
(Guitar Tab Method). This is the acoustic guitar method students and teachers have
been waiting for. Learn chords with songs like "Eleanor Rigby" and "Knockin' on
Heaven's Door," single notes with riffs and solos by Nirvana and Pink Floyd, arpeggios
with classics by Eric Clapton and Boston, and much more. The method's unique, wellpaced, and logical teaching sequence will get students playing more easily than ever
before, and music from popular artists like the Eagles, Johnny Cash and Green Day will
keep them playing and having fun. Book 1 includes: parts of the guitar, easy-to-follow
guitar tablature, notes & riffs starting on the low E string, tempo & time signatures,
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strumming patterns and arpeggios, slides and slurs, hammer-ons and pull-offs, many
music styles, nearly 100 riffs and songs, audio demos of every example, and more!
Instructional method book teaching contemporary string instrument rhythmic bow
techniques such as Chopping, Ghosting and beyond.
(Jazz Transcriptions). 54 Getz songs transcribed for all Eb instruments exactly from his
recorded solos. Includes: All the Things You Are * Autumn Leaves * Billie's Bounce
(Bill's Bounce) * Blue Skies * Come Rain or Come Shine * Con Alma * Desafinado *
Funkallero * Garota De Ipanema * I Remember You * Night and Day * A Night in
Tunisia * One Note Samba (Samba De Uma Nota So) * Pennies from Heaven * Quiet
Nights of Quiet Stars (Corcovado) * Stella by Starlight * The Way You Look Tonight *
Where or When * Yardbird Suite * and more. Also includes a bio of Getz.
The tabla, a hand drum which originated in India, has become very popular throughout
the world. This method covers everything you need to know to learn to play the tabla,
including the history and parts of the tabla, tuning and maintenance, positioning, basic
exercises, and numerous techniques and patterns. A glossary is included to help the
student decipher the many mnemonics and foreign terms which are essential to the
tradition of the tabla. the accompanying CD illustrates many of the exercises, so that
this book may be used either with or without a teacher.
The Harmonica Primer Book for Beginners with Video Access by Tom Wolf is designed
for the beginning harmonica player. This course starts by teaching proper hand
positions, mouth positions, blowing, and drawing. You'll quickly learn more advanced
concepts like scales, chords, double stops, vibrato, trills, cross harp, and bends. After
covering techniques, you will learn how to play over 30 songs like Amazing Grace, Oh
When the Saints..., and Will the Circle Be Unbroken. All songs are demonstrated at two
different speeds (slow for practicing and performance tempo).This course also includes
online access to video lessons and audio tracks for each exercise and song.
(Instructional). The Hal Leonard Bagpipe Method is designed for anyone just learning to
play the Great Highland bagpipes. This comprehensive and easy-to-use beginner's
guide serves as an introduction to the bagpipe chanter. Video lessons of
demonstrations of all the examples in the book are included! Lessons include: the
practice chanter, the Great Highland Bagpipe scale, bagpipe notation, proper
technique, grace-noting, embellishments, playing and practice tips, traditional tunes,
buying a bagpipe, and much more!
(Guitar Tab Method). The First and Only Beginning Guitar Method of Its Kind! This is
the guitar method students and teachers have been waiting for. Learn single notes with
riffs like "Day Tripper" and "Crazy Train," power chords with classics by AC/DC and the
Who, strumming with songs from Neil Young and Nirvana, and much more. The
method's unique, well-paced, and logical teaching sequence will get students playing
more easily than ever before, and music from popular artists like the Beatles, Jimi
Hendrix, and Led Zeppelin will keep them playing and having fun. Book 1 includes:
parts of the guitar, easy-to-follow guitar tablature, notes & riffs starting on the low E
string, tempo & time signatures, understanding notes and rests, palm muting, vibrato,
power chords, open chords, strumming, slides and slurs, hammer-ons and pull-offs,
many music styles, nearly 100 riffs and songs, and more!
(Guitar Educational). This book/CD pack provides lessons on existing guitar traditions, plus
new guitar arrangements of non-guitar music from Asia and the Middle East. Learn guitar
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techniques and tunes from the traditions of Afro-pop and African acoustic styles, Middle
Eastern oud and saz, Indian veena and sitar, Chinese pipa, Japanese koto, Spanish guitar,
Celtic folk, Andean folk, Brazilian jazz, Mexican Mariachi, and Hawaiian slack-key guitar. The
CD includes demos of all the exercises, including slowed-down versions for practice.
(Bass). All six of J.S. Bach's essential suites for unaccompanied cello are arranged here for
bass guitar in standard notation and tablature. Includes: Suite No. 1 in G Major, BWV 1007 *
Suite No. 2 in D Minor, BWV 1008 * Suite No. 3 in C Major, BWV 1009 * Suite No. 4 in Eb
Major, BWV 1010 * Suite No. 5 in C Minor, BWV 1011 * Suite No. 6 in D Major, BWV 1012.
(Percussion). This beginner's guide for anyone learning to play the cajon take you through the
basics of the instrument and its techniques. The accompanying online videos include
demonstrations of many examples in the book. Topics covered include: playing position *
notation * bass and slap tone exercises * grooves * changing pitch * foot slide exercises *
finger doubles and triples * playing with brushes * and much more.
(Ukulele). This collection features 15 classic songs arranged by ukulele master, James Hill. In
these remarkable arrangements, two distinct ukulele parts chord accompaniment and melody
can be played in counterpoint at the same time by one player. The arrangements cater to both
advanced beginner and experienced players and there is a warm-up section that introduces
the player to the "Duets for One" concept. The book includes access to audio tracks online of
all the arrangements performed by James Hill, for download or streaming, using the unique
code inside the book. Songs are arranged for GCEA-tuned ukes and include: Georgia On My
Mind * Summertime * Don't Get Around Much Anymore * The Glory of Love * Here Comes the
Rain Again * L-O-V-E * Cheek to Cheek * Viva La Vida * and 7 more.
The definitive biography of Ravi Shankar, one of the most influential musicians and composers
of the twentieth century, told with the cooperation of his estate, family, and friends For over
eight decades, Ravi Shankar was India's greatest cultural ambassador. He was a
groundbreaking performer and composer of Indian classical music, who brought the music and
rich culture of India to the world's leading concert halls and festivals, charting the map for those
who followed in his footsteps. Renowned for playing Monterey Pop, Woodstock, and the
Concert for Bangladesh--and for teaching George Harrison of The Beatles how to play the
sitar--Shankar reshaped the musical landscape of the 1960s across pop, jazz, and classical
music, and composed unforgettable scores for movies like Pather Panchali and Gandhi. In
Indian Sun: The Life and Music of Ravi Shankar, writer Oliver Craske presents readers with the
first full portrait of this legendary figure, revealing the personal and professional story of a
musician who influenced--and continues to influence--countless artists. Craske paints a vivid
picture of a captivating, restless workaholic--from his lonely and traumatic childhood in
Varanasi to his youthful stardom in his brother's dance troupe, from his intensive study of the
sitar to his revival of India's national music scene. Shankar's musical influence spread across
both genres and generations, and he developed close friendships with John Coltrane, Philip
Glass, Yehudi Menuhin, George Harrison, and Benjamin Britten, among many others. For
ninety-two years, Shankar lived an endlessly colorful and creative life, a life defined by musical,
emotional, and spiritual quests--and his legacy lives on. Benefiting from unprecedented access
to Shankar's archives, and drawing on new interviews with over 130 subjects--including his
second wife and both of his daughters, Norah Jones and Anoushka Shankar--Indian Sun gives
readers unparalleled insight into a man who transformed modern music as we know it today.
(Bass Method). The Hal Leonard Bass Method is designed for anyone just learning to play
electric bass. It is based on years of teaching bass students of all ages, and it also reflects
some of the best bass teaching ideas from around the world! The second edition has been
totally revised and features all new engravings and photos. The books have been updated to
meet the needs of today's bass students by renowned bassist and author Ed Friedland. Book 1
teaches: tuning, playing position; musical symbols; notes within the first five frets; common
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bass lines, patterns and rhythms; rhythms through eighth notes; playing tips and techniques;
more than 100 great songs, riffs and examples; and more! This e-book even includes audio for
44 full-band tracks for demonstration or play-along.
Other Folk and Traditional Instruction
RHAPSODY IN BLACK: THE LIFE AND MUSIC OF ROY ORBISON

(Schott). Gerhard Graf-Martinez is a passionate flamenco guitarist and teacher. The
wealth of his knowledge is captured in this two-volume work, which also reflects
valuable experience gained from his activities as a tutor at national and international
seminars and workshops. This is an excellent self-study course that includes many
photographs, some to illustrate techniques, others of guitars, guitarists, etc. Selfcontained chapters cover all basic techniques plus compas, palmas, nail care, and an
overview of current guitarists, guitar makers, construction and sound of Flamenco
guitars, etc. Volume 2 includes info on: Posture * The Sound of the Flamenco Guitar *
Gingerlabelling * Rasgueo * One-Finger-Rasgueo * 3-Finger-Rasgueo * 4-FingerRasgueo * Continuing Rasgueo * Pulgar * Pulgar and ima-Downstroke * Pulgar and
Rasgueo * Remate * Pulgar-Downstroke * Ayudado * Golpe * Golpeador * i- and pDownstroke with Golpe * m-Golpe with Downstroke * The Rumba-Stroke * Tresillos * am-i-p-Rasgueo * Guitarra Flamenca * Guitarreros * Guitarreros actual * La Cejilla *
Guitarristas actual * Unas * Palmas * Compas * Modo Dorico * Glossary, and more.
Please note: The CD included with volume 1 (HL49008401) contains all the pieces and
musical examples for volumes 1 and 2.
(Instructional). This comprehensive method for beginners is designed for anyone just
learning to play the Mexican six-string bass guitar known as the guitarron. It serves as
an introduction to the instrument, its techniques, reading music, and teaching you how
to play with fun songs and video lessons available online for download or streaming.
Topics covered include: tuning * left- and right-hand technique * notes on the
fingerboard * open-string notes * stopped notes * scales * accompaniment styles * and
more.
(Guitar Educational). To become fluent in the language of jazz and music in general,
musicians must develop equality of all twelve keys. The goal of this book is not only to
provide a reference for learning chord fingerings, but to offer a daily practice routine to
increase the guitarist's vocabulary of chords. This book will provide a clear cut path to
learning all the inversions of seventh chords by using the two main building blocks of
jazz harmony: major and minor ii-V-I chord progressions. The audio includes backup
tracks to 10 jazz standards to allow guitarists to apply their new chord vocabulary.
(Ocarina). The Hal Leonard Ocarina Method is a comprehensive, easy-to-use
beginner's guide, designed for anyone just learning to play the ocarina. Inside you'll find
loads of techniques, tips and fun songs to learn and play. The accompanying online
video, featuring author Cris Gale, provides further instruciton as well as demonstrations
of the music in the book. Topics covered include: a history of the ocarina * types of
ocarinas * breathing and articulation * note names and key signatures * meter
signatures and rhythmic notation * fingering charts * many classic folksongs * and
more.
Translated from Russian by Simeon N. Jurist. An elementary method in one volume
consisting of four parts. Part One introduces all the fundamentals including note reading
and chordal accompaniment. Each succeeding part advances the player through the
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positions. Part Four contains supplementary repertoire.
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